ADDING THE

WOW!
F
ACTOR

Imagine walking into one of these bathrooms for
the first time. Your reaction might be "WOW"!
That's what you can add to your bathroom, the
WOW! Factor, when your remodeling plan includes a
modern frameless shower enclosure. Each of these
showers is a stunning statement of what a properly
designed, quality built frameless enclosure can add
to the beauty and value of a home. Each enclosure
is adorned with C.R. Laurence Frameless Shower
Hardware. You'll see many examples of how we can
add the WOW! to most every bathroom.

Custom Angled Enclosure

Custom Curved Glass Enclosure

Custom 90º Enclosure

TO SEE MORE BEAUTIFUL SHOWERS VISIT OUR PHOTO GALLERY.
TAKE A LOOK!

Call Us to See Samples!
(907) 277-1058

HARDWARE
FINISHES
BEAUTY
All CRL Frameless Shower Door Hardware has consistent
finishes that reflect the “hands-on” manufacturing processes
used in its production. It will instantly add a look of quality to
the appearance of your enclosure, and with proper care and
cleaning, will remain beautiful for years to come.

VARIETY
CRL Frameless Shower Door Hardware is available in a
variety of beautiful finishes to enhance the décor of the
surrounding environs. There are bright mirror-like finishes that
sparkle, antique and high-tech finishes, brushed finishes for
‘soft’ décors, and painted finishes such as black, white, and
red for enclosures that go beyond the conventional.

CUSTOM FINISH
If we don’t have a stock finish that is to your liking we can
produce virtually any finish that is compatible to the brass,
stainless steel or aluminum constructed hardware.
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Brushed Copper

Brushed
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Brushed
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Brass
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Copper

Satin
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Brass
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Nickel
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BASKING IN ELEGANCE

Custom 90º Enclosure

Custom Neo-Angle Enclosure

Webster's Dictionary describes the word "bask" as "To
expose oneself to pleasant warmth," and "To thrive or
take pleasure." Well, that certainly describes a
creatively designed frameless shower. Take pleasure in
the elegance it brings to your designer bathroom. Enjoy
the pleasant warmth of the showering waters in an
enclosure that is the focal point of a room that most of
us spend a lot of time in. Notice the reaction you get
when others see the investment you have made in your
home. Nice, isn't it? You can make it possible when you
work with Aurora Glass! Their expertise, along with CRL's
selection of beautiful hardware, is how it's done.
Email us at auroraglass@acsalaska.net

Single Door Enclosure
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Custom Inline Enclosure

Custom 90º Enclosure

Custom Neo-Angle Enclosure
Custom Curved Enclosure

MANY CRL SHOWER DOOR HINGES
UTILIZE THE SAME GLASS CUT-OUT
GROUP 1

PRIMA

GROUP 2

CARDIFF

RONDO

SHELL

GENEVA

PINNACLE

ROMAN

ULTIMATE

GROUP 3

VIENNA

COLOGNE

GROUP 4

CONCORD

GROUP 6

GROUP 5

SENIOR PRIMA

c rl a ure nc e .c om

ESTATE

SENIOR CARDIFF

CLASSIQUE

PETITE

MONACO

C.R. LAURENCE COMPANY

Schedule an estimate to see more hardware choices!
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COLOGNEBSERIES
EVELED
E
HINGES
DGES

INTERNATIONAL
SERIES

Square Corners or Beveled Edges

Alaska’s Custom Glass Experts ~ Serving the Entire State

Matching

Clamps
and Brackets for
fixed panels

Wall Mount Offset Back Plate

180 Degree Glass to Glass

135 Degree Glass to Glass

90 Degree Glass to Glass

CATHEDRAL SERIES
SPECIFICATIONS:
Glass Thickness: 3/8" (10 mm) to 1/2" (12 mm)
Tempered Safety Glass

The Cathedral Series Hinge
combines a unique two-tone
accent design (for most models)
with a positive hold cut-out and
through-stud system.

FINISHES:

Chrome

Satin Chrome
(Matte)/Chrome

Brass

Brass/
Chrome

Chrome/ Gold Plated/
Gold Plated
Chrome

Brushed
Nickel

White/
Chrome

Most models are stocked in the
finishes shown here, others are
available on special order.

*NOTE: Do not exceed maximum door weight or width when choosing proper quantity of hinges.

The Classique Shower Door Hinge is a design
apart from traditional hinges. The beautiful round
design and beveled edges are the result of an artist's
unique concept of the perfect hinge for décors with
strong curved and contoured influences. The
Classique’s beveled edges make an excellent
presentation of sleek design, while the solid brass
construction ensures superior quality and long life.

CLASSIQUE SERIES

SYDNEY SERIES
• Our Spider Type Design for the
Construction of Frameless Showers
• Choice of Two Mounting
Options: Glass-to-Glass
and Glass-to-Wall
• Glass-to-Glass Model
Has Settings at 90° or 180°
• Constructed of 316 Stainless Steel in Your
Choice of Brushed or Polished Finish

For a new design in Frameless Shower Door
Hinges, look no further than our Sydney Series.
The unique Spider Type design is certain to give
the frameless shower door a different look that
will surely be noticed. Constructed of durable
316 stainless steel, Sydney Hinges are available in
Wall-to-Glass and Glass-to-Glass models. The
Glass-to-Glass model offers two settings at 90º
and 180º. For doors falling in between these
common installation angles, the springs may be
removed to allow a free-swinging hinge. The 316
stainless steel body of the Sydney Hinge allows
the door to swing 90º outward. Polished and
Brushed Stainless finishes are offered.
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Custom Inline Enclosure

IMAGINATION BECOMES REALITY
Imagine the perfect bathroom. What would it be like?
Would it include an elegant (dare we say extravagant)
'all-glass' shower? It's easy to imagine and, with
C.R. Laurence Frameless Shower Hardware, easy to make
a reality. The variety of our product line includes over 25
distinct series of hinges that can complement and
accentuate any décor. Complementary hardware, such
as pull handles, knobs, towel bars, glass clamps, channels,
mirrors, and mirrored accessories make just about
anything you imagine possible. We make it all available
to Aurora Glass from our distribution facilities in
North America, Europe, and Australia.

TO SEE
MORE
BEAUTIFUL
SHOWERS,
SEE OUR
PHOTO
GALLERY!
Custom Double Door Inline Enclosure
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CREATIONS YOU
CAN ENJOY
There are lots of things that can bring
you enjoyment, but there's a special joy in
having something that is unique. A
bathroom that you design expressly for
your home is an opportunity to express
your creativity by bringing something one‐
of‐a‐kind into what may be an otherwise
plain environment. Add a little pizzazz!
It's your space, so why not get exactly
what you want? Create an attractive and
functional shower that you can enjoy for
many years. Go ahead, be creative!

Custom Angled Enclosure

C.R. LAURENCE COMPANY
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Custom 90º Enclosure

Custom Neo-Angle Enclosure

Custom Inline Enclosure

Custom Double Door Enclosure

C.R. LAURENCE COMPANY
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Custom 90º Enclosure with Transom

Custom Neo-Angle Enclosure

Custom 90º Enclosure

Custom Curved Enclosure

C.R. LAURENCE COMPANY
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Custom Double Doors

Custom Neo-Angle Enclosure

Custom 90º Enclosure

Custom Inline Enclosure

C.R. LAURENCE COMPANY
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EXPRESSIONS OF GLASS
AND METAL ART

Custom 135º Enclosure

Custom Inline Enclosure

"Art" is a label that shouldn't be applied only to
paint and canvas. It can also be applied to
practical materials, such as glass and metal, being
turned into expressions of art. Just because you're
remodeling a shower doesn't mean you can't be
artistic with your design. Let yourself dream. Be
creative. Aurora Glass can supply a wide range of
C.R. Laurence Frameless Shower Hardware that
will allow you to exercise your artistic spirit by
turning pieces of glass and metal into works of art
that serve a practical purpose while they also
enhance the beauty of their surroundings.

Custom Angled Enclosure

C.R. LAURENCE COMPANY
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CRL LAGUNA SERIES
SLIDING GLASS DOOR SYSTEM
CRL LAGUNA SERIES WALL
MOUNT SINGLE SLIDER KIT
• New Anti-Lift Design
• 3/8" or 1/2" (10 or 12 mm) Tempered Glass
• Brushed Stainless Steel Construction
Two CRL Laguna
Series Anti-Lift
Top Rollers With
Glass Fittings

One CRL Laguna Series Top
Sliding Tube With End Caps
at 104" (2.64 m) in Length

DOOR SYSTEM LIMITATIONS
Maximum Door Weight: 220 lbs. (100 kg)
Maximum Panel Width: 53-1/2" (1.36 m)
Maximum Panel Height: 98-7/16" (2.50 m)
Maximum Track Length: 104" (2.64 m)
Anti-Lift Sliding
Door Rollers

Left Hand
Stop

Right
Hand
Stop

Five CRL Laguna
Series Top Sliding Tube
Wall Mount Clamps

Wall Mount
Clamps
Thru Glass Pull (optional)
Allows for full
door opening access

Top Sliding
Tube
Door
Opening

Edge of Wall

Edge of Wall

Sliding
Door

Wall

Wall
Floor
Guide

C.R. LAURENCE COMPANY
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C.R. LAURENCE COMPANY
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Custom Multi-Angle Enclosure

Custom 90 Degree Enclosure with Transom

Standoffs

Custom Arched Door Enclosure
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Call
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LAURENCE COMPANY
AURORA GLASS to Schedule YourC.R.
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